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Waen you talk so much about gathering them up to take-them home, and they

say they wont be gathered except in a certain ...I think that the although

makes better euse,but z you. have to fit the words together and ±kz get the

sense out of it. It's amazing how much we reed into the sentence from the neigh

'.e- boring sentence, and. most of ..we interpret one thing in the light of another.

You have to interpret in thc light of what precedes and. follows, and there is not

much ...It'e sort of peculiw to bring in the ...Israsl will be gathered. , ...

We are looking at chapter 149, and. this picture is let person

in which the servant of the Lord speaks, and. shows t the difficulty of meeting

the problem and carrying out the work ... and. the Lord. will enable to work as he

does. There was that interesting x question about , that verse where .t said.

4e-44-p- Though Israel be not z gathered, lets look at that verse ...which z erse

was that , do you remember . Verse 5. And now the Lord. hath said, the one forming
40

me from the womb, for a servant M- him , to restore Jacob unto Him and. as fa

Israel He will not be gathered.. The suggestion hs bees med. that I haven't heard

of before but I notice in the margin of the Bible here that if you tàe the Lx .àl.ph

as if it were an e-- laugh Waw , what is this footnote, verse 5. It says,

Yes, nine manuscripts have lo with a waw and. the- if you take it as x a wew

then it would be to bring back Jacob and. Israel to him will be regarthered,s4

simply taking the low with ..an. aleph, ±x end. there is a very interesting verse

in Isa. 9 where I think that one versiion..thou hast multiplied. the people and.

thou hast not ..and the difference is that one takes. the aleph ... and. that is a

x sort of ..because after all can hear, right through the ears, and. even

when you are copying directly, ..that word lo. ..and. o x course if you can't
v

take - as the Ketbik has i, Israel will not be gathered ..even though Israel

will no.tbe gathered.. But if it z is waw, then it will be gleried. in the eyes of the Lord.
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